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Introduction 
Timely reporting of critical results of tests and diagnostic procedures is one of TJC’s1 identified goals, with radiology 
playing a major role in its implementation. A large component of the delay in the diagnostic process is the interval 
between medical-image acquisition and critical finding discovery by a radiologist. Previous attempts to improve report 
turnaround time (RTAT) of critical results included prioritization of the worklist (e.g. stat systems), improving physician 
communication, etc. Available prioritization systems are based on the study’s metadata, e.g. clinical indication, origin (ED, 
Inpatient, Outpatient). 
 
Aidoc developed a deep learning algorithm for prioritization based on the study’s visual information. The algorithm is 
based on a convolutional neural network that detects hyperdense intracranial abnormalities in head CTs. Thus, scans 
suspected to contain an abnormality can be moved-up in the worklist.   
 
Hypothesis 
Image-data based prioritization improves RTAT of head CTs containing critical findings, without increasing RTAT of all 
images containing critical findings.  
 
Methods 
We utilized “queueing theory”1 to model the workflow queue of a single radiologist, with medical-image acquisitions 
represented as “queuing-events”, and report-finalizations as “dequeuing-events”. Using this model, we studied the effect 
of “image-data based prioritization” on RTAT of medical-images containing critical findings. 
 
We built a Monte Carlo simulation of the workflow, generating realizations of a full week of a radiologist worklist in a 
medium-sized radiology department. Parameters used in the simulation2 were derived from the relevant literature. We 
used FIFO workflow management as baseline and image-data based prioritization as intervention, with several 
performance parameters for critical finding detection by the algorithm - “perfect”, “high” “medium” and “low” (table 1).  
 
We generated 2000 realizations of a full week’s workflow and measured the average and standard error of the RTAT for 
head CTs containing critical findings, as well as the RTAT of all medical-images containing critical findings.    
 
Table 1: Algorithm performance parameters 
 
Results 
Using image-data based prioritization, all performance parameters significantly reduced average RTAT for head CTs; and 
all medical-images with critical findings, compared to the baseline FIFO managed workflow.  
 
Full results are shown in tables 2 and 3, below. 
 
Conclusion 
This work estimated the quantitative benefit of AI algorithm prioritization based on the medical image on RTAT of studies 
with critical findings; using a Monte Carlo simulation of a “queueing theory” based model of a radiologist worklist.  
 
The results showed that RTAT of head CT scans containing critical findings improved significantly with all performance 
parameters of the prioritization algorithm. Moreover, the average RTAT of all medical-images containing critical findings 
was shown to improve as well.  
 



These results demonstrate the significant potential clinical benefit of an algorithm such as Aidoc’s prioritization algorithm 

(detecting head CT hyperdense abnormalities with 95% sensitivity and 90% specificity).  
Furthermore, we believe decreasing critical findings RTAT has the potential to increase overall medical provider 
efficiency. 
 
Statement of Impact 
We have provided simulation data on how AI based priority queuing can decrease critical finding RTAT, thus facilitate 
timely communication of critical radiological findings, one of TJC’s National Patient Safety Goals. 
Moreover, we demonstrated that an AI-based prioritization can significantly improve RTAT for the prioritized cases without 
negative impact on the overall RTAT of other cases with critical findings. 
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1 Queueing theory is a discipline within the mathematical theory of probability. Utilizing it, workflow management can be 
viewed as “First in first out” (first medical-image to arrive to the worklist is interpreted first) or Priority Queuing (high priority 
medical-images are interpreted first).  
 
2 Simulation parameters include: distribution of medical-image modalities, prevalence of a critical finding in a medical 
image, distribution of radiologist interpretation times and the rate of incoming medical images. 
 
 
Table 2: Results - Average RTAT values for various Algorithm parameters 

 
Table 3: Results - Average RTAT relative improvement compared to FIFO 
 

Algorithm parameters 
(Sensitivity[%] specificity[%]) 

Average RTAT for head CTs with 
critical findings relative 
improvement compared to FIFO 
[%] 

Average RTAT for all medical 
images  with critical findings 
relative improvement compared to 
FIFO [%] 

FIFO 0 0 
Perfect (100,100) 69.7 4.5 
High (95,90) 66.2 4.4 
Medium (80,80) 55.2 0.9 
Low (60,60) 41.1 0.4 
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Algorithm parameters (Sensitivity[%] 
specificity[%]) 

Average RTAT for head CTs 
with critical findings (standard 
deviation) [min] 

Average RTAT for all medical 
images with critical findings 
(standard deviation) 
[min] 

Baseline (FIFO, no prioritization) 45.60(0.47) 41.99 (0.41) 
Perfect (100,100) 13.80(0.04) 40.09 (0.38)  
High (95,90) 15.41(0.09) 40.14 (0.40) 
Medium (80,80) 20.41(0.17) 41.63 (0.41) 
Low (60,60) 26.88(0.26) 41.83 (0.41) 

 Sensitivity [%] Specificity [%] 
Perfect 100 100 
High 95 90 
Medium 80 80 
Low 60 60 
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